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Editorial

Emerging trends in retail pricing practice: implications for research
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Abstract

This article represents the first of several editorials to appear in theJournal of Retailingdesigned to examine the nexus between retail
practice and research, with the goal of stimulating further research. This essay on emerging trends in pricing discusses recent advances in
retail pricing optimization. We begin with a review of how retailers typically make pricing decisions using time-honored heuristics and attempt
to infer the optimal decisions. However, current methods are suboptimal because they do not consider the affects of advertising, competition,
substitute products, or complementary products on sales. Most fail to take into account how price elasticity changes over time, particularly
for fashion merchandise, or how market segments react differentially to price changes. In addition, many retailers find it difficult to know how
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o price merchandise when their suppliers offer temporary “deals.” They are also generally unaware of how their pricing strategy
heir overall image. As these issues demonstrate, optimal pricing is not a static problem. Retailers must be able to react quickly
n the environment or sales patterns. This paper also provides examples of the more sophisticated pricing techniques that are cu
ested in practice. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the critical components that must be incorporated into retail pricing.
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Introduction

Most retailers do not use price as a basis for achieving a
ustainable competitive advantage because it is too easy for
ompetitors to copy a low-price strategy, and very few re-
ailers can be successful with a low cost–low price strategy
uch as Wal-Mart’s. Price can be used strategically, however,
ven if not always to establish the lowest price. For example,
hen entering a highly competitive market, a retailer could
acrifice significant profits to build market share. To pursue
uch a strategy may be perilous, however, unless it can be im-
lemented properly. Retail managers must consider carefully
ertain key factors, such as the customers, competition, and
overnment regulations (Grewal & Compeau 1999; Monroe
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2003), and then develop, implement, and evaluate the ap
priate pricing strategy and tactics.

American retailers are losing more than $200 billion a y
due to markdowns, or dynamic price cuts over time (Top of
the Net 2002).4 Markdowns as a percentage of U.S. re
sales represented 8 percent in 1971 and 35 percent in
according to an STS Market Research study, 78 perce
all apparel sold currently by national chains such as JC
ney, Sears, and Kohl’s is marked down.5 Thus, markdown
are clearly a substantial and important aspect of today’s
landscape. Retailers and their customers have come to e
prices that are below the manufacturer’s suggested retail
(MSRP). For more than 20 years, manufacturers, particu
in the grocery industry, have fueled this markdown mani
tempting retailers with special temporary price reduct
coupled with promotions. Retailers of all kinds use these
quent price promotions to lure customers to their stores
in turn, customers have come to recognize the retail pa

4 This research was based on analysis of retail and economic
reported by the U.S. Census Bureau and the National Retail Federati

5 Ibid.
022-4359/$ – see front matter © 2004 by New York University. Published by Elsevier. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jretai.2004.08.003
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of marking down merchandise after a prespecified period of
time and therefore wait until goods are on sale. These prac-
tices have had a deleterious effect on profits and contributed
to the demise of many smaller retailers.

Until recently, retailers typically based their initial pricing
and subsequent markdown decisions on arbitrary rules that
they believed had worked well in the past. Fortunately, a few
specialized firms recently have developed software packages
to assist retailers in making these important pricing decisions.
These packages are just part of an assortment of programs
known as merchandise optimization techniques (Friend &
Walker 2001).

Merchandise optimization, which can have a direct, pro-
found impact on the bottom line, is all the rage in retailing
circles these days. It is well represented in the trade press, and
most retailing conferences devote significant time to the topic.
Some of the largest retailers in the country (e.g., Home Depot,
JCPenney) have invested millions of dollars in sophisticated
merchandise optimization software. The Canadian apparel
retailer Northern Group Retail Ltd. started using ProfitLogic
Price Optimization (Cambridge, MA) software and, in a test,
was able to generate $60,000 of additional gross margin dol-
lars on one stock keeping unit (SKU) by holding its outerwear
at full price, though prior experience indicated that it should
have reduced the cost by 30 percent (Retail Systems Alert
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often apply a fixed percentage markup onto their cost; a key-
stone markup, for example, results in a markup that is 50
percent of the retail price. Rules are applied to markdowns
as well. For example, fashion retailers often take a fixed per-
centage markdown on merchandise that has been in the store
for a certain number of weeks, followed by an additional
markdown a few weeks later. Another rules-based approach
is to price merchandise above, below, or at parity with the
competition’s pricing.

The maintenance of these pricing rules is consistent with
recent trade press articles that suggest retailers have been
slow to adopt sophisticated pricing models (Stores 2002),
have priced products solely on the basis of cost (Retail
Industry Report 2000), and sometimes “live and die by Excel”
by evaluating one brand after another using “what-if” analy-
ses that do not incorporate the price impact of one product on
another (Forrester Report 2001). Retailers use a rules-based
approach because it is easy to calculate and implement, par-
ticularly in a multistore chain. Furthermore, pricing with an
eye toward the competition helps retailers maintain their price
image.

The most fundamental weakness of these rule-based ap-
proaches is that none have anything to do with what represents
the optimal price or markdown. In the case of the rule-based
approach, price is based on what has been done in the past,
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Similarly, price and promotion optimization software

eloped by KhiMetrics’ (Scottsdale, AZ) has been imp
ented successfully by top retailers in the grocery, d
lectronics, specialty, and mass merchandising fields. R

rom controlled field experiments demonstrate that thei
ution consistently outperforms that of the control group
ncreasing profit (1–2 percent of sales) while maintainin
ncreasing sales, depending on the retailers’ desired g

oreover, sales were increased or maintained withou
egative effects on total unit movement. Depending on
etailer’s margins, the increased profit translates into an
ll 5–15 percent increase in gross profits, and the results
onsistent across retail industries.

Retailers have a plethora of decision-making to
vailable that can help them in the following are
lanning assortments, initial pricing, sourcing/vendor

aboration, buying, allocation of merchandise to stores,
otion, planning replenishment (rebuys), space manage

planograms), and markdown pricing. Our goal is to exam
merging pricing practices by retailers and identify pric
esearch opportunities—across time (e.g., initial pricing
arkdown pricing decisions), categories and SKUs, and

omer segments—that we believe have strong implica
or both research and practice.

Traditional retailer pricing techniques

Typically, retailers make pricing decisions on the bas
ime-honored rules. Retailers using the rules-based app
ither the previous year, in the case of fashion merchan
r the past few weeks, in the case of staple merchandi
ither case, the data are old and usually confounded by
otions. For example, in the absence of price optimiza

oftware and demand information about other promot
f sales increase every year around February 14 and r
rs always provide a promotion on that day, those reta
re unable to tease out the impact of their Valentine’s
romotion.

The second problem with the way retailers price and m
own merchandise is the system-wide character of the
isions. For example, a regional department store chain
ake the same markdown on a grouping of sweaters in
ngland that it does in Texas, though the demand for swe
nd the time of their selling seasons may be quite differe

he same way, a supermarket chain might price black b
n Miami, where the majority Latin population creates a h
emand, the same as it does in Tallahassee, where black
re more of a novelty product.

Most retailers do not find it prudent to use different pr
n stores within the same trade area because customer
ecome confused or, worse, disillusioned with the integri

he retailer if they find different prices in contiguous sto
ut differential pricing in diverse trade areas, particul

f they are geographically isolated, can provide opport
ies for increased gross margins and more precise inve
ontrol.

The third problem with rule-based approaches is that
omers learn from past experience when merchandise w
laced on sale. Such sale-savvy customers play havoc
etailers’ gross margins because they wait for sales to b
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Given these problems, a natural question is why retailers
continue to use rule-based approaches. One retailer put it this
way (Hall, Kopalle, & Krishna 2004, p. 30):

Many times we simply don’t have the data to figure out the
complex interactions among the brands, and when we do have
the data, we either don’t have the time to analyze it fully or we
don’t have the expertise to conduct an in-depth analysis. It is
far easier for us to go just with some markup rule or, at best,
look at each brand separately by considering how much of a
lift we would get if we reduce the price by a certain amount.

Although some retailers can experiment with new items to
determine profit-maximizing prices, this approach is imprac-
tical for most retailers because they have too many items to
consider. In addition, experiments simply are not timely. By
the time the results come in, the item could be in another
stage of its life cycle. Experimentation could, however, work
for a chain such as the Cheesecake Factory when it wants to
try a new menu item. The restaurant could offer the item at
different prices in different markets to determine which price
is the most profitable.

Two disparate pricing problems: fashion and staple
merchandise
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Fig. 1. Demand curves for staple and fashion goods.

tles down to somewhere near its previous level. However,
there are also important differences in the life cycles of fash-
ions and staples inFig. 1. First, the fashion curve is sim-
ilar in form to a “normal” or bell-shaped curve, in which
sales start at zero, increase over a particular season, and end
at zero. The staple line, in contrast, remains relatively flat,
though it may veer up or down depending on the general
trend for the SKU and the season. Second, the demand line for
staple merchandise never approaches zero. Unlike fashions,
staples continue selling, at least over a reasonable planning
horizon.

The systems designed to optimize price for both fashion
and staple goods are complicated but for different reasons.
For fashion goods, the objective is to maximize the profits
for the item or category and, at the same time, price the mer-
chandise so that inventory approaches zero at the end of the
fashion cycle, because at that time, it is out of style and has
little or no value in the marketplace. That is, if a store has a
lot of sweaters left over in January, it must aggressively mark
them down to ensure they are gone in time for the arrival of
spring merchandise.

Because staple merchandise continues to sell throughout
the year, staple retailers do not need to consider the complica-
tion of pricing to be out of stock on a certain date. However,
the staple merchandise optimization problem is complicated
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Although there are many types of merchandise, from
nventory management perspective, most SKUs fit into
f two categories: fashion or staples. Fashion is a cate
f merchandise that typically lasts 8–12 weeks, and
ary dramatically from one season to the next. Within
ashion category, a specific style or SKU sells for one se
r less. Although the life cycle of a typical fashion item
uch shorter than that of a staple, its life span depends o

ype of category and the target market. For example, do
reasted suits for men or certain popular interior decora
olors represent fashions whose life cycle may last se
ears. In contrast, trendy fashions such as see-through
hoes may last for only a short season.6

Items in the staple merchandise (also called basic
handise or fast-moving consumer goods) category a
ontinuous demand during an extended period of time.
erchandise in grocery and drug stores, as well as h
ares, hosiery, basic blue jeans, and women’s intimat
arel in specialty and department stores, are considered
erchandise.7

We depict a representation of the life cycle for fashion
taple goods merchandise inFig. 1. There are several sim
arities between the two graphs. Both lines have “spik
hich represent increases in sales that usually are c
y promotions. After the promotion, the level of sales

6 One firm that specializes in pricing optimization for fashion merc
ise is ProfitLogic (profitlogic.com).

7 Firms that specialize in pricing optimization for staple merchan
nclude KhiMetrics (khimetrics.com) and DemandTec (demandtec.co
ecause of the number of potential decisions that mu
ade. Pricing decisions can be made at the SKU leve

taple merchandise, and retailers must take into cons
ion the effect that the price of one SKU has on another o
ffect one category of SKUs has on another category. T

ore, the sheer size of the optimization problem for st
erchandise can be daunting.
Although the differences between pricing optimizat

ystems for staple and fashion merchandise appear to b
tantial, and though software vendors approach the prob
ith a variety of analytical techniques, the underlying pri
le of maximizing profits through analyzing price elastici
emains the same.

Critical components to be incorporated into retail
pricing

Retailers are interested in maximizing their profits. To
o, they need to understand how to price their mercha
ptimally. What does optimal price really mean? It is the p
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at which profits are maximized by item or group of items. Of
course, this process is not as easy as it sounds. For example,
by maximizing the profits of one item by setting its “optimal”
price, the retailer may sacrifice profits on another item whose
demand correlates with the first item. To illustrate, if a retailer
reduces the price of an 8-oz can of Hunt’s tomato sauce, the
demand for the 12-oz can might decrease.

Next, we discuss this and six other factors that must be
taken into consideration to determine optimal prices. To sum-
marize, these factors are as follows: (1) Price sensitivity, or
how demand for an SKU changes with its price; for fashion
merchandise, how does price sensitivity change over time
(e.g., a markdown for a sweater in May may not create the
same sales lift as the same markdown would in January)?
(2) Substitution effects, namely, how demand for an SKU
changes with the price of a competing SKU; (3) Dynamic
effect of price promotions over time, or how changing prices
today affects tomorrow’s demand; (4) Segment-based pric-
ing, which investigates how prices vary across different mar-
kets/customer segments; (5) Cross-category effects, or ac-
counting for demand complementarities across categories;
(6) Retailer costs (wholesale prices and trade deals) and dis-
counts; and (7) to what extent competition at the retail level
influences retail prices.
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the effect of the change in the price of an SKU on the de-
mand for a competing SKU (Besanko, Dub́e, & Gupta 2005).
Bell, Chiang, and Padmanabhan (1999)note that almost 75
percent of consumer response to promotions is due to brand
switching. Hence, if an SKU can steal market share from
a competing SKU because of its price, the retailer should
evaluate the relative margins of the two SKUs before low-
ering the price of the target SKU. Thus, implicit in this ef-
fect is the interesting observation that “cross-pass-through”
effects exist; that is, changes in the wholesale cost of one
SKU can drive changes in the prices of other SKUs. For
example, if the wholesale price for SKU A is temporarily
lowered, it may be optimal for a retailer to “convert” those
customers who normally purchase SKU B to buy SKU A
because of its now higher margin. Such conversion is deter-
mined in part by the cross-price effect of SKU A on SKU
B. In other words, if SKU A cannot steal sales from SKU B,
it may not be worthwhile to attempt to convert buyers to A.
This complicated effect suggests that retailers should adopt a
category management approach to develop a pricing strategy
(Basuroy, Mantrala, & Walters 2001; Chen, Hess, Wilcox,
& Zhang 1999; Chintaguntam 2002; Hall et al. 2004; Zenor
1994).

Dynamic effects of price promotions
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rice sensitivity effects

At the most basic level, to determine an optimal in
r markdown price, the retailer must assess its own-
lasticities (derived from demand curves, which are us
onlinear) to measure how sensitive demand is to pric
given item over a period of time. Although price elas

ties generally have a negative sign, to suggest that a
rease in price usually results in a decrease in deman
ome situations, a decrease in price can lead to a pe
ion of lower quality, which thus decreases demand. S
rice–quality inferences are well documented in behav
ricing research (e.g.,Dodds, Monroe, & Grewal 1991).

n addition, the role played by quality signals (e.g., p
arching guarantees, warranties, store reputation, bran
ge) must be incorporated (Estelami, Grewal, & Roggevee
004; Kukar-Kinney & Walter 2003; Miyazaki, Grewal, &
oodstein 2004; Srivastava & Lurie 2004).
Estimating price elasticities for fashion merchandis

ore complex because fashions are not stable over the c
f the season. A price reduction prior to Christmas, for ex
le, will cause a higher sales spike than if the same redu
ere introduced in September. Furthermore, the joint ef
f advertising and price promotions on price sensitivity
emand must be incorporated explicitly (Kalra & Goodstein
998; Sethuraman & Tellis 2002).

ubstitution effects

At the general level, the substitution effects—or cro
rice elasticities or cross-price effects—of a brand refe
Retailers often assume that sales (both when there
romotion [baseline] and when there is a promotion offe

or a given SKU are independent of past pricing activity.
ecent evidence suggests that sales may be affected by
iscounting activity.

Research in consumer behavior has demonstrated tha
umers evaluate retail prices for items relative to certai
ernal benchmarks or reference prices (Winer 1986). Some
etailer- or manufacturer-supplied information that play
rominent role in affecting these internal reference pr

ncludes MSRP and retailer-supplied reference prices
egular price, original price, compare at price) (Lichtenstein

Bearden 1989; see also reviews byCompeau & Grewa
998; Krishna, Breisch, Lehmann, & Yuan 2002; Urbany,
earden, & Weilbaker 1988). Consumers’ internal referen
rices also can be influenced by past prices, brand pr

ion frequency, and type of store (Kalwani, Yim, Rinne, &
ugita 1990). Therefore, price promotions are likely to aff
onsumer reference prices or price expectations.

In addition, it is difficult for retailers to understand the d
erences in the sales lift generated from a promotional ve
an advertisement) compared with that attributable to th
er itself (sales price or discount). Ignoring this dynamic
ubstantially affect the optimal price of an SKU. Furtherm
t is important to understand that different promotions (e
iscounts, coupons, rebates, bundles) do not only have d
ntial effects (Compeau & Grewal 1998; Hardesty & Bearde
003; Raghubir 2004) but also result in consumer dyna

cs such as stockpiling and purchase deceleration (Neslin
002).
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Consider the following example (Kopalle, Mela, & Marsh
1999): A few years ago, a major discount store chain used
sales promotions relatively infrequently. Its off-discount
(baseline) sales were moderate, and consumer response to
sales promotions was good. Observing the promotional re-
sponse, the retailer decided to increase sales promotions,
which led to a decrease in baseline sales. Believing that the ad-
ditional sales promotions were successful, the retailer added
even more. Eventually, the retailer started offering special
promotions almost every week, and its management won-
dered why profitability was so low when the large incremen-
tal demand over the baseline indicated that the promotions
were working so well.

Why didn’t the retailer’s management recognize that the
increase in sales promotions led to a decrease in baseline sales
and that its pricing decisions were suboptimal? Many retailers
have little understanding of how such estimates arise. Clearly,
retailers should consider the possibility that increases in the
use of price promotions can have long-term negative effects
on their baseline sales; in other words, baseline sales could
decrease with frequent promotions (Kopalle et al. 1999).
Furthermore, excessive price promotions over time may re-
sult in increased customer price elasticity. If these long-term
negative effects of promotions on baseline sales and price re-
sponse are high, retailers should decrease their use of price
p
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overdiscounting their merchandise in an effort to appeal to
a deal-prone segment, for which a small discount might be
sufficient (Inman, McAlister, & Hoyer 1990).

An emerging retailing strategy often associated with In-
ternet retailing is mass-customization, a flexible process de-
signed to provide consumers with a product that is matched
to their individually stated needs. Reflect.com, for example,
manufactures custom-made cosmetics, but all variants of the
customized cosmetics are priced at $17, regardless of the
color and other variables (e.g., glossy or matte or a com-
bination thereof for lipstick). On its Web site, Lands’ End
offers custom-fit jeans (with more than 100,000 fit alterna-
tives), all at the same price of $54. When retailer’s mass
customize products, why do they set the same price for all
the different variants? Although some retailers have varied
their prices (Chen & Iyer 2002; Shaffer & Zhang 1995), in
many other circumstances, price customization is ignored. In
this regard,Stremersch and Tellis (2002)provide a strate-
gic analysis of the optimality of price and product bun-
dles.

Cross-category effects

Good price and promotion optimization software should
be able to take into consideration the effect of one category’s
p tute
a
1 ay,
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o ersa)
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m
B usly,
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( 3)
a s-
romotions.
In a large-scale field experiment involving durable go

old through a direct mail catalogAnderson and Simest
2004, p. 4)find that “[d]eeper price discounts in the curr
eriodincreasedfuture purchases by first-time customer
ositive long-run effect) butreducedfuture purchases by e

ablished customers (a negative long-run effect).” Most
ries of the effect of price promotions, such as purchas
eleration, selection, customer learning, and increased
ensitivity, predict lower future purchases, so their find
egarding first-time buyers is puzzling and should be inv
ated further.

egment-based pricing effects

Consumers in different markets behave differently w
egard to their own- and cross-price elasticities, as we
ow they react to price changes. For example, custome
n upper-income area may be less sensitive to price an
elationship among the prices of various products than
hose in a less affluent region. By taking these differe
actors across markets into consideration, retailers ca
lement different price and promotion plans across var
arkets.
A retailer’s ability to segment and charge differen

ricing also may hinge on the price awareness leve
he consumer segments. For example, prior researc
emonstrated that consumers have low levels of price r
nd awareness for many products (Binkley & Bejnarowicz
003; Dickson & Sawyer 1990; Mazumdar & Monroe 1990).
hus, in some categories, retailers may be wasting profi
rice level on another, particularly with regard to substi
nd complementary items (Mulhern & Leone 1991; Walters
991). Furthermore, when evaluating the pricing for, s

oothbrushes, a retailer should consider not only the im
f the toothpaste category on toothbrushes (and vice v
ut also the traffic-building linkages between toothpaste
otions and, for example, bath tissue (Drèze & Hoch 1998).
y considering a complete basket of goods simultaneo
retailer may be in a better position to optimize its price
romotion levels (Chen et al. 1999).

etailer costs and discounts

The wholesale price at which the retailer buys a p
ct has an obvious impact on the optimal prices for the

ailer. What is also interesting, however, is the impact of t
eals offered by the manufacturer to the retailer (Hall et al.
004), which in turn give rise to retail discounts and tem
ary price reductions offered by the retailer to the consu
rowing evidence indicates that the impact of such r
iscounts differs from that of regular price changes (Kopalle
t al. 1999), which may reflect a promotional signal eff
Inman & McAlister 1993). This finding suggests that a
ailer should consider its pricing decisions jointly with
romotional discount decisions.

etail competition

As highlighted byLal and Rao’s (1997)andMoorthy’s
2004)theoretical analyses andBoltan and Shankar’s (200
ndShankar and Bolton’s (2004)empirical analyses, one a
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pect of retail pricing pertains to the impact of competition at
the retail level. Two key constraints for retailers in this regard
are their lack of knowledge of prices at competing retail stores
and the sensitivity of demand to prices in those competing
stores.

Firms such as Information Resources Inc. collect and
record pricing and sales data in competing retail stores, which
provides researchers with an opportunity to examine pricing
and promotion strategies in a holistic fashion. In other words,
problems that previously have been studied analytically now
may be examined empirically as well. However, there is an
additional complexity: A customer’s store choice decision is
affected by not only the pricing strategy at a particular store
(e.g., everyday low price vs. hi-low) but also the customer’s
shopping list for that week (Bell, Ho, & Tang 1998). There-
fore, retailers must anticipate which of the multitude of items
in their stores are on a consumer’s shopping list.

Implementing retail pricing

The basics of developing and implementing retail pricing
using optimization programs look simple. However, if this
were the case, retailers would have done so long ago. To
develop and implement an effective pricing strategy, analysts
m
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on blue jeans in January and a 35 percent markdown on black
jeans in February. Instead, it should take the same markdown
at the same time so that promotions can be coordinated and
customers can readily understand what is going on.

Pricing optimization software should suggest groups of
products that could be naturally grouped into categories. This
grouping helps the retailer better understand the cannibaliza-
tion effects of a price promotion on one product type by pro-
viding an assessment of the promotion’s effects in terms of
the decreased sales of the grouped SKUs on one another.

Continual learning

One of the problems with traditional methods is that ana-
lysts set prices on the basis of what has happened in the past.
Fashion merchants, for example, often plan a sale at the same
time each year using the same percentage discount, regard-
less of the current inventory position, weather, or competitive
situation. Staple goods merchants look to the past as well, but
their planning horizon is more likely to be the preceding few
weeks.

Rather than looking to the distant past, pricing optimiza-
tion techniques learn from the current environment. Systems
designed for both fashion and staple goods incorporate the
current environment but attack the problem somewhat differ-
e pared
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ust carefully consider several additional factors.

arket factors

Retailers often must consider market factors other
rofit maximization, such as minimum sales and margin
uirements, as well as price image. For example, a re
hould be able to specify that it always wants its price t
percent lower than that of a specific competitor in ce

ategories if it hopes to maintain its low-cost provider
ge. Being able to take price image into consideration
ignificant improvement over traditional pricing techniqu
ecause price image explicitly incorporates the relation
etween actual price and perceived prices, as well as ex
ompetitive factors.

rouping items

Retailers of all kinds, but particularly those involved w
ast moving consumer goods, often realign their merc
ising strategy to maximize the sales and profits of a c
ory. This process, known as category management, is
ifficult than it may appear superficially. In general, a
gory is an assortment of items that the customer perc
s reasonable substitutes for one another. The determi
f what should be included within a category for merch
ise and pricing decisions therefore is not straightforward
aries significantly across retailers. However, it makes s
o implement pricing and markdown decisions on a categ
y-category basis (Dhar, Hoch, & Kumar 2001). That is, a
pecialty store would not want to take a 25 percent markd
l

ntly. The sales curve for a fashion accessory can be com
o a library of completed curves derived from history. Th
re anywhere from 20 to 90 such curves, depending on
e define the problem. Recognizing that a fashion ret
ust be sold out of inventory at a specific point in time
ake room for new merchandise, the software should ch

he curve with the best fit, evaluate the price elasticity for
tem at different points in time until the “out date,” and r
housands of pricing scenarios to determine the markd
lan that will maximize the retailer’s profits.

The problem for staple goods is different because the
urve is relatively flat. Therefore, the system makes in
nces on the basis of other items or product groups. Fo
mple, information for an SKU at a given store can be u

o make inferences about that SKU at the regional level o
he category of merchandise to which that SKU belongs
aking these inferences, researchers can assess the el
f an SKU for which the price has never changed.

sychological price thresholds and reference effects

Assume that a pricing optimization program reco
ended a price of $2.90 for a staple product, but the ret

onsistent withAnderson and Simester (2003), believes tha
hoppers in a grocery store do not notice the last digit
rice, so the retailer is free to round the price up to the n
st nine or $2.99. This tactic would increase dollar sale
pproximately 3 percent with almost no increase in c
ricing optimization programs systematically examine

ecommended price—$2.90 in this case—and exercise
ytical rules to round it up to a higher price that yields m
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profit because customers are insensitive to the difference.
Consistent with this example, in an analysis of scanner data
in 29 categories over an 8-year period,Levy, Chen, Ray, and
Bergen (2004)find that small price increases occur more fre-
quently than do small price decreases.

A related issue is to incorporate the effects of reference
prices—the anchoring levels or standards that consumers use
to compare observed purchase prices of a product—on con-
sumers’ internal reference prices and demand (e.g.,Blair,
Harris, & Monroe 2002; Chandrashekaran & Grewal 2003;
Kalyanaram & Winer 1995; Kopalle & Lindsey-Mullikin
2003; Krishna et al. 2002). If the observed price is greater
than the reference price, it is perceived as a loss. In contrast,
if the observed price is less than the reference price, it is per-
ceived as a gain.Kopalle, Rao, and Assunc¸ão’s (1996)results
suggest that dynamic (or hi-low) pricing is optimal when the
positive impact of a gain on sales outweighs the negative
impact of a corresponding loss.

Price change costs

It is expensive for retailers to change prices. The price
of finding and changing the cost of an item can range from
$0.25 to $0.50 per item (Levy, Bergen, Dutta, & Venable
1997). Thus, a price change cost should be built into any
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tion. Most important, it is difficult for retailers to capture lost
sales that result from a product being out of stock. If a cus-
tomer goes to buy a 12-oz bottle of Hunt’s ketchup and the
store is out of stock, the retailer cannot know if the consumer
switched to Heinz, purchased the 8-oz bottle of Hunt’s, or did
not make a ketchup purchase at all. Sophisticated algorithms
will estimate the lost sale caused by an out-of-stock event and
build it into the retailer’s demand forecast.

Discussion and directions for further research

Pricing optimization currently is one of the hottest topics
in the retail industry. Much of the basic optimization method-
ology is well developed in academic circles, particularly in
retailer decision-making frameworks (e.g.,Tellis & Zufryden
1995). Yet the compilation of these techniques into a cogent
system that can be used on a daily basis by retailers is fairly
new. This article has assessed the current state of retail price
optimization by examining what should be included and con-
sidered in implementing these systems, as well as how they
perform relative to other, more traditional pricing techniques.

We believe this is an interesting, important, and appropri-
ate research venue for theJournal of Retailing. Consider the
following potential topics:
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ptimization model. If the cost of changing the price is gre
han the additional revenue projected from the price cha
t makes more sense to leave the price alone.

ood data in, good data out

A multibillion-dollar retailer can no more be run on b
r unrefined data than a rocket ship can be run on crud
he typical problem with retailers, however, is not that t

ack sufficient data; rather, they have too much but not
seable format!

When it comes to data requirements, retailers are u
ther businesses that make similar decisions. Airlines
xample, have used yield management techniques to
ricing decisions for years. Until recently, however, these
histicated statistical techniques were unavailable to re
rs, which must manage a great deal of data. For exam

ypical retail chain might have data about 20,000 SKUs
ach of 2,000 stores for 104 weeks, during which time i

ers three promotions. At 100 bytes/record, this dataset w
equire approximately 1.2 terabytes of storage capacity

Not even a great buying team could make sense out of
mountain of data. To prepare the data for analysis, b

ystems have algorithms that combine individual SKUs
ffinity groups that behave similarly in the marketplace.
xample, all six packs of Pepsi would be priced the s
ecause customers expect it and the manufacturer requ

Pricing optimization software also will identify outli
ales points, fill in missing data, or smooth out a dem
pike that was caused by an aberrant factor, such as we
nonrecurring promotion, or nonrecurring competitive
.

,

Although many retailers recognize the folly of some
their current pricing practices, pricing optimization (a
related) software, like any new, major technological
vestment, is often difficult to justify in terms of cost. F
thermore, there are ongoing costs involved in pricing
timization, as well as significant managerial resistanc
some cases. One promising research track might foc
how to help retailers become more comfortable with t
decision to adopt such an updated pricing methodolog
particular, researchers should conduct real-life field ex
iments to compare alternative pricing strategies and s
the superiority of the price and promotion optimizat
methods. With an objective of maximizing category p
itability, these experiments would need to consider s
factors as category management, retail competition,
sales, retail prices, wholesale prices and deals, com
mentary and substitute products, promotion activity,
seasonality.
Pricing optimization can work properly only if SKUs a
assigned to categories properly. However, different re
ers operationalize this aspect of category managemen
ferently. As we might expect, some group similar ite
into categories, but in other situations, such as in des
fashions and cosmetics, retailers group the categorie
cording to the vendor. Research therefore should inv
gate the following questions: How do retailers group ite
into categories? What is the best way to categorize?
Because pricing optimization makes it possible to use
ferential price policies in different regions, it is import
to examine how consumers react to this method. Altho
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consumers already run into this issue often when buy-
ing on the Internet compared with in stores, and though
grocery stores regularly use differential prices, further re-
search should study how a customer would react if he or
she found a sweater on sale at two different prices at two
different The Gap stores.

• Profit optimization software enables retailers to determine
the optimal price and then round up to squeeze an extra
profit out of items that are less price sensitive. Do con-
sumers recognize these small additional markups? Do they
care?

• Although one important goal for retailers is to maximize
profits through optimal pricing, there are other, sometimes
conflicting, goals to consider. For example, retailers may
wish to peg their prices to those of their competition or set
prices to maintain a certain image. How do these conflict-
ing goals affect their customers and their profits?

• Finally, an emerging trend in retailer strategies is that of
frequent shopper programs.Kopalle and Neslin’s (2003)
analysis suggests that such strategies have the potential to
be effective multi-period sales promotion tools when pri-
mary demand can expand. It will be interesting to examine
how such programs impact retail sales and consumer be-
havior over time.

These are but a few of the many research initiatives that
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